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15 REASONS WHY (& HOW) 2BOARD’S MAGAZINE
DIGITAL EDITION IS NEW AND DIFFERENT
1. It is designed under a Mobile First Publishing Strategy (because today nearly 50% of all views
come from a mobile device and nearly 8 in 10 consumers would stop engaging with content that
doesn’t display well on their device.
2. It uses for its content a powerful global platform with intuitive interface that is designed
to engage readers with enhanced article content in an easy-to-consume, responsive format.
(Supported Viewing Platforms: HTML 5 Viewer, Native Applications, Apple, Kindle Fire
(Amazon App Store), Android (Google Play/Amazon App Store).
3. It offers Two Digital Reading Experiences. Our content can be delivered digitally to readers in
a replica page view or a responsive view or both.
 The replica page view will look exactly like your designed PDF and embrace traditional left-toright page turning navigation, moreover it is armed with extra rich media (videos, animations, sounds etc.)
 The responsive content view is designed to work on any device or screen size by breaking
down your content and delivering it in a convenient tile format with swipe and scroll navigation.
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15 REASONS WHY (& HOW) 2BOARD’S MAGAZINE
DIGITAL EDITION IS NEW AND DIFFERENT
4. It has been designed offering a fully customizable menu: Our digital edition menu can be
customized to serve as an important hub of content and resources for our readers. We can leverage
our existing content by adding unlimited destinations to the menu, like websites, social media sites,
blogs, video feeds, RSS feeds, and more. Certain content, like YouTube, Vimeo, and RSS feeds,
can be set up to feed directly into our Platform. This is important because it keeps readers engaged
in our digital edition instead of losing them in a new tab potentially never to return. Our competitors
don’t offer a customizable menu of content. Their menu buttons are limited to basic reading functions
like download, zoom, help, and maybe a link to their website or a contact email. In our opinion, the
customizable menu is the ideal way to connect readers with even more content and to keep them
engaged with our brand.
5. It is live and updateable through year round and after the print edition has been
circulated. At any time we can take full advantage of our LaunchPad to add (on both replica and
mobile view) or include even more fresh content from enhanced live articles and ads, Live Articles,
RSS feeds, or other URL destinations.
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15 REASONS WHY (& HOW) 2BOARD’S MAGAZINE
DIGITAL EDITION IS NEW AND DIFFERENT
6. It provides the perfect opportunity to introduce, at any time, before or after the printed
edition, strategic advertisements in-line with our content. Just like enhanced articles, these
advertisements can be clicked on for full content, including images, links, and video.
7. It offers push notifications and geo-fencing technology each time a new issue is launched
or new content is added.
8. It offers full integration of Buttons and Tools - We integrated icons for sharing, listening to
an article, and jumping to the page replica view (something we felt was still important) by way of an
elegant slide out menu on each preview tile. These same functions and more appear at the top of any
full screen article.
9. Our LaunchPad is a powerful opportunity to build our brand, but also for our advertisers to build
theirs, by creating a hub of content.
10. It’s simple to share a digital edition. Share icons are conveniently placed throughout the
digital edition experience to allow readers to promote any content. Readers can share from the
toolbar, from any article preview, or from any article content view.
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15 REASONS WHY (& HOW) 2BOARD’S MAGAZINE
DIGITAL EDITION IS NEW AND DIFFERENT
11. Readers can share the full digital edition, a specific page, or a specific article and they can do it by email or through social media, like Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Pinterest.
12. It offers endless Core Reader Viewing Options: Spread or single page view, Full screen
view, Zoom (double click to zoom and +/- adjustment), Page turning (next/previous page arrows,
keyboard arrows, mouse scrolling, finger swiping), Page jumping (page image scrubber or navigation
menu - both using thumbnail images), Active hyperlinks (URL, email, page-to-page, and manually
added), Searching w/ keyword highlighted in active issue or entire publication (search by all, phrase, or
any), Sharing (link to page, to publication, to product/offer, or to responsive article) (Email, Facebook,
Twitter, LinkedIn, Pinterest), Print (all, current, or range), PDF download, Table of content list, Advertiser
list, Menu destinations (channels, URLs, or other content made available by publisher), Toolbar/menu
language selector (incl. 7 other languages).
13. It offers a curated, brand experience different from our print, website, and social
media. On desktops and laptops, readers can continue to view an enhanced digital version of the
pages designed for print. The toolbar reveals itself for a few seconds and then discreetly slips out of view
so the audience can focus on content - which appears full screen in the browser window. But on the
mobile view on desktops laptops and tablets the app takes the shape of a mini website. the toolbar, from
any article preview, or from any article content view.
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15 REASONS WHY (& HOW) 2BOARD’S MAGAZINE
DIGITAL EDITION IS NEW AND DIFFERENT
14. It offers Rich Media & the Latest Content Delivery Technology: Video - embedded
or popup on a page, embedded on responsive article, video feed integration in menu, Audio
(background auto-play, play button), Article narration (upload file or use Amazon engine), Images
(slideshows, embed in articles, add to replica pages), Animations (embed on portion of or entire
page – interactive elements, internal text scrolling, etc.), Virtual reality (utilizing images, text, & audio
to create VR publication/ article experience), Lightbox link display, Survey integration, Personalized
content (using machine learning and AI to categorize content, monitor reader behavior, and suggest
content).
15. Included with our Platform is a comprehensive analytic suite called Thermostats,
providing over 50 reports on reader interactions with our digital content, reporting on information like
active users, reader demographics, and advertiser impressions, our analytics can be accessed at any
time. All of our analytic data is built on the back of Google BigQuery, which can be leveraged for larger,
in-depth data mining initiatives if desired.
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<< SMARTPHONE
VERTICAL VIEW
Content opens in a phone
as a scrollable series of
preview tiles, each with an
optional image, title, and preview
text. Readers can simply
click any tile to see or read
the content full screen, which
can contain unlimited text and
additional images and videos.

MOBILE VIEW
(CONTENTS VIEW)

MAGAZINE VIEW
(REPLICA PAGES VIEW)

Content preview tiles are
sized to present anywhere
from 4 to 7 tiles on the
screen at a time, depending
on the device and its settings.
We felt this was the most
efficient amount of content to
display to a reader. Any more
would be too busy and any less
wouldn’t efficiently leverage the
real estate available.
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<< SMARTPHONE
HORIZONTAL VIEW
MOBILE VIEW
(CONTENTS VIEW)

Vertical Scrolling and
Readability - It was important
to move away from page swiping
and a reverse pinch-to-zoom
reading experience. Readers
prefer vertical scrolling
when reading content on
a mobile device, and we
deliver on that expectation.
Readers are presented with a
vertical series of content preview
tiles that they can scroll through
to explore content. They can
then click any preview tile to read
the content full screen, scrolling
down for longer form content.

MAGAZINE VIEW
(REPLICA PAGES VIEW)
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<< TABLET VERTICAL VIEW

MOBILE VIEW
(CONTENTS VIEW)

MAGAZINE VIEW
(REPLICA PAGES VIEW)

The reader can simply
click any tile to see
or read the content
full screen, where
unlimited text and
additional images,
videos, and audio
files can be included.
The responsive
version also presents
beautifully for desktop
readers.
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<< TABLET HORIZONTAL VIEW

The toolbar reveals
itself for a few
seconds and then
discreetly slips out of
view so the audience
can focus on content
- which appears full
screen in the browser
window. But on
the mobile view on
desktops, laptops and
tablets the app takes
the shape of a mini
website.

MOBILE VIEW
(CONTENTS VIEW)

MAGAZINE VIEW
(REPLICA PAGES VIEW)
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<< DESKTOP + LAPTOP VIEW
It offers a curated, brand
experience different
from our print, website,
and social media. On
desktops and laptops,
readers can continue
to view an enhanced
digital version of the
pages designed for
print. The toolbar reveals
itself for a few seconds and
then discreetly slips out
of view so the audience
can focus on content which appears full screen
in the browser window.
But on the mobile view
on desktops laptops and
tablets the app takes
the shape of a mini
website.

MOBILE VIEW
(CONTENTS VIEW)

MAGAZINE VIEW
(REPLICA PAGES VIEW)
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CUSTOMIZABLE MENU >>

It is live and updateable through
year round and after the print
edition has been circulated.
At any time we can take full
advantage of our LaunchPad to
add (on both replica and mobile
view) or include even more fresh
content from enhanced live
articles and ads, Live Articles,
RSS feeds, or other URL
destinations.

Our digital edition menu can be customized to serve as an important hub of content
and resources for our readers. We can leverage our existing content by adding unlimited
destinations to the menu, like websites, social media links, blogs, video feeds, RSS feeds, and
more. This is important because it keeps readers engaged in our digital edition instead of losing
them in a new tab potentially never to return. Our competitors don’t offer a customizable menu of
content. Their menu buttons are limited to basic reading functions like download, zoom, help, and
maybe a link to their website or a contact email. Our customizable menu is the ideal way to
connect readers with even more content and to keep them engaged with our brand.
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It offers full integration
of Buttons and Tools.
We integrated icons
for sharing, listening
to an article, and
jumping to the
page replica view
(something we felt
was still important)
by way of an elegant
slide out menu on
each preview tile.
These same functions
and more appear at the
top of any full screen
article.

<< INTEGRATION OF
BUTTONS + TOOLS
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READABILITY >>

All content, both
in replica and mobile view
is expandable.
When an article is clicked
on and opened full screen,
a primary image appears at
the top along the title with
the article content below,
presenting a clean and efficient
full screen reading experience
to the user.
All content is presented in a readable
size with no zooming required.
However, readers do have

the option to enlarge
the font size, if desired.
Moreover, article narration
(in English language) is available.
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<< VIEWING OPTIONS
It offers endless Core Reader Viewing
Options: Spread or single page view,
Full screen view, Zoom (double click to
zoom and +/- adjustment), Page turning
(next/previous page arrows, keyboard
arrows, mouse scrolling, finger swiping),
Page jumping (page image scrubber or
navigation menu - both using thumbnail
images), Active hyperlinks (URL, email,
page-to-page, and manually added),
Searching w/ keyword highlighted
in active issue or entire publication
(search by all, phrase, or any), Sharing (link
to page, to publication, to product/offer,
or to responsive article) (Email, Facebook,
Twitter, LinkedIn, Pinterest), Print (all,
current, or range), PDF download, Table
of content list, Advertiser list, Menu
destinations (channels, URLs, or other
content made available by publisher),
Toolbar/menu language selector
(Including 7 other languages).
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RICH MEDIA >>

It offers Rich Media & the Latest
Content Delivery Technology: Video -

embedded or popup on a page,
embedded on responsive article,
video feed integration in menu,
Audio (background auto-play, play
button), Article narration (upload
file or use Amazon engine), Images
(slideshows, embed in articles, add to
replica pages), Animations (embed
on portion of or entire page – interactive
elements, internal text scrolling, etc.…),
Virtual reality (utilizing images, text,
& audio to create VR publication/ article
experience), Lightbox link display,

Survey integration, Personalized
content (using machine learning and
AI to categorize content, monitor reader
behavior, and suggest content).
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<< SHARING

It’s simple to share a digital
edition. Share icons are
conveniently placed throughout the
digital edition experience to allow
readers to promote any content.
Readers can share from the toolbar,
from any article preview, or from any
article content view.

Readers can share the full
digital edition, a specific
page, or a specific article - and
they can do it by email or through
social media, like Facebook,
Twitter, LinkedIn, Pinterest.
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DIGITAL ADS >>

Our LaunchPad is a powerful
opportunity to build our brand,
but also for our advertisers to build
theirs, by creating

a hub of content.
It provides the perfect opportunity to
introduce, at any time, before or
after the printed edition, strategic
advertisements in-line with our
content. Just like enhanced articles,
these advertisements can be clicked
on for full content, including
images, links, and video.

Paid sponsored content
is found in a channel called “The Big
Sleep” advertising flight and hotel
packages at premiere resorts located
throughout the world, or in “Good

Food Guide”, “The Health
Club”, etc.
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DIGITAL ADS >>

POPUP SLIDESHOW

INTERSTITIAL PAGE

POPUP VIDEO

INTERSTITIAL PAGE (GIF)
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DIGITAL ADS >>

(2)

TALL PAGES
allow you to add additional content
below a page without disrupting
the existing content pagination.

(1)

(3)
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DIGITAL ADS >>
ROLLOVERS
are information boxes that allow for
selected products to be bought directly
via the app from the vendor’s website.

(3)

(1)
(2)
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<< NAVIGATION MENU
By pressing “Help”
tab on the launchPad
there is available a full
navigation tutorial.
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GET ACCESS
TO THE FULL ACTUAL
DEMO OF 2BOARD
DIGITAL EDITION:
PLEASE CLICK HERE

ENJOY!
[ WE ARE OPEN FOR BUSINESS ]
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